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This new release combines his vocal talent with his already well established electrifying guitar skills in a

captivating collection of catchy riff driven rock songs. 6 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, ROCK: Classic

Rock Details: Lachlan Horne has been singing and playing the guitar for more than twenty years and in

that time has gained an enviable wealth of proficiency and experience beyond that of many musicians.

After picking the guitar as a teenager he embarked on a journey of self tuition and experimentation that

proved to be a valuable foundation in song writing ability and creative intuition. To better his guitar playing

skills, Lachlan enrolled at The Guitar Institute, London where he studied under distinguished guitarists

such as Alan Limbrick, John Etheridge and Shaun Baxter. This resulted in a lifestyle centred around

intense practicing regimes and diligent study of playing techniques and music theory. Lachlan has since

developed into a self styled musician of remarkable skill and fine tuned talent. He has spent many years

performing on the London pub and club circuit and has worked in a variety of acts including Too Many

Words, No Idea, What About Us? and Funky Fluid. He has played along side many prestigious musicians

including Darrin Mooney of Primal Scream fame. He later spent a year in Australia where he worked as

part of the highly successful Queensland based band Club Crunch. In 2004 he released an instrumental

rock guitar album entitled 'The Time Has Come'. The album received rave reviews and the music has

been used for various radio commercials. One of the tracks, Just Another Wibbly Bibbly is being used as

part of the ride on the Cobra Rollercoaster at Paulton's Park in Hampshire. His new 2007 release, 'The

Horne Supremacy - Side One' is the first in a two part album which showcases his vocal talent as well as

his already well established guitar playing skills. It is currently only available as a download.
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